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NEWSLETTER

The Coronavirus/COVID19 and the MYG 
In case anyone was unaware (having spent the last 2 months or so on the Moon), it was decided to 
cease MYG activities from 18 March 2020 until further notice. This is what happened……. 

The first thing was Jon Maslin setting up a MYG WhatsApp group to help communications within the MYG - 
please text him if you wish to join.
For the first couple of weeks after the closure, we licked our wounds and became a bit acclimatised to the virus-
ridden world around us. It was agreed that the Spring Series due to start on 17 March and end on 19 May would 
be abandoned - not a difficult decision! 
The Summer Series was due to start on 2 June and that will not be happening! Whether we can complete a 
truncated Summer Series is to be decided and an announcement from the MYG Politburo is imminent.
Then plans began being drawn up by the main club as to how to resume sailing again when circumstances al-
lowed and via the advice and guidance from the RYA (the governing body of the MYA). These plans were of 
course geared primarily for the dinghy sailors given their far greater numbers and considerably more complex 
requirements.
The MYG submitted their draft plan showing how, as part of the main club plan, we could resume sailing while 
adhering to the Government guidelines. A rescue boat would not be allowed but we were permitted to put out 
some marks which did not need to be retrieved at the end of the sailing day. The plan was approved by Waver-
ley BC on about 14 May.
This resulted in a rather early resumption of sailing across the club on Saturday 16 May - with the MYG start-
ing again on Tuesday 19 May. There was a limit of 10 people per 3 hour slot during the day - and the MYG 
would retain its use of Tuesdays alone from 09.00 to 15.00. Since then, the limit of people per slot has risen to 
15. Keith Parrott has managed the applications for MYG slots and so far there has been no need for a ballot.

Great efforts were made to ensure we adhered to the rules - and did not break the social distancing 2 metre 
rule. It was important that the perception of how we were sailing was not breaking any guideline. The likeli-
hood is that the numerical limit of 15 will rise and rescue boats (the white rib as far as the MYG is concerned - 
with solo drivers) will be permitted shortly when the club moves from Stage 2 to Stage 3 of the plan.  
Watch this space.

This is the latest edition of the MYG Newsletter - again 
designed to try to cheer everyone up a bit in these troubled 
times. That is not to say that there will be no serious bits with-
in its hallowed pages and if anyone has any comments or pix or 
suggestions about how we can fill the time until normality is 
restored, please do send them in.
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STOP PRESS: The MYG Politburo has just announced that the much-loved annual Summer Picnic 
planned for 7 July is cancelled due to COVID19 - what else!? Sad but inevitable. 

The pic below shows what it is like (at least what it was like on Week 1 of our return).

New Members
It is excellent to report that we have four new members in the process of applying for membership of the MYG 
via Jon Maslin. They are Nigel Barrow, Mike Tidy, Peter Noble and John Millward. It seems likely that one at 
least is a member from 1 June - so he hopes to join us sailing shortly.

It is important that we make them all welcome and once I can get clear in my mind who is who, steps will be 
taken to ensure that they are introduced to as many existing members as are around at the time. One of the four 
certainly has a Marblehead and another has an IOM and Quentin has found out that one is a former Lord Chief 
Justice - but, as ever, this is likely to be an invention/wrong!
Privacy laws permitting, there ought to be some pix and short blogs in the next edition of this Newsletter.
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Members continue their progress to good health……
…….towards improved fitness as reported by our Welfare Officer (Peter Wallis).
Mark Greenwood was due for an operation in mid March after much delay and this was postponed at the last 
minute due to COVD19. It is still not refined due to the COVID problem. We wish him well and hope he gets 
this done soon.
Chris Robb has been treated for a heart irregularity which has taken over as No 1 priority in place of parts of 
his missing fingers! We all wish him well and although he has been unable to drive, the DVLA is about to relent 
it appears.
Derek Lance has yet to take advantage of the MYG Transport service which will swing into action in due 
course  to ensure he joins us safely each Tuesday. However, he had an accident falling on his stairs at home and is 
now recovering from his wounds. get well soon Derek.
Pat Reed   It was good to see Pat pondside once again last week keeping his hand in whilst sailing Peter Wallis's 
'Adamcraft'. We hope he will soon bring his own 10R 'Bentley' out of retirement and on the water. 

All the rest have the usual aches and pains of advancing years!
Good wishes to all for a speedy and full recovery. 

Some dates of events/outings/trips for your busy Social Diaries 
The situation for all the various trips arranged is as follows:
1. Alice - an old authentic Thames Barge from Portsmouth Spinnaker Tower to the Isle of Wight, lunch and 
sail back. This is an all day trip that is now part of there fabric of the MYG. CANCELLED for 2020 and will 
be rebooked in Spring 2021. 

2. Spitfire Simulator - REBOOKED for Wednesday 14 OCTOBER 2020

3. America’s Cup racing at Southsea - CANCELLED - refunds received

4. MYG Summer Picnic & Prizegiving - 7 July. This must be IN SEVERE DOUBT but no decision has 
been taken. If you have a view about cancelling/postponing please say so.

5. Visit to Hambledon Vineyard September 16 & still ON - for a tour of the vineyard, its facilities and of 
course a taste of the local vinous beverage. Lunch at the Bat & Ball Inn follows. Cost about £15 plus lunch. Ex-
pressions of interest to Peter Wallis please.

6. Finally, there was to be sailing at Petworth House in their magnificent lake in front of the magnificent house 
during the year - plus the Fete in the Park - and all this has of course been cancelled. 

It is hoped that no event has been forgotten in the above list but please tell your Editor if you think he is wrong!
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RO duties are irrelevant until  we return to proper racing and some form of 
normality but while we have some spare time, here’s the Dutyman Guide again. 

Sailing and RO Duties will be shown in Dutyman on the FPSC website. 
Names of ROs are not now shown on the website, as keeping them up to date after swaps etc is too hard. So 
in order to seek to smooth the path for everyone it was planned to list the next few weeks’ duties here. 
The closure of everything makes this lot irrelevant as the RO Rota is suspended until further notice. 
However…… 
…..if you look below, there is a short and pithy set of Notes written by one of the foremost experts in Dutyman 
protocol, John Haine. Please read it and raise with him or anyone you wish any continuing problems. 
The aim is to ensure that as far as possible, we all use Dutyman to record swaps etc so that whatever is shown on 
the list on the website is correct.   
Thank you.

Dutyman Notes - repeated here to allow everyone to learn them! 
1. Logging-in to Dutyman 
In order to make use of Dutyman you need to be logged-in.  This can be achieved in several ways, two of which 
are:
1A. Logging-in from a Reminder email.  If you get an email from Dutyman reminding you of a duty, there is 
a paragraph saying “To view the duty roster, confirm that you can do your duty, or arrange a duty swap go 
to https://dutyman.biz/dm.aspx?id=F0001691&m=SCPZgdhq&t=x on your computer or tablet”. 
In my case this link gets me fully logged-in with all my duties underlined in red.   

1B. Logging-in via the Club website using the dropdown menus at the top - <Sailing><Swap a duty> 
which at the top has the message “To view more duties or to arrange a duty swap go to the main DutyMan web-
site for Frensham and log in with your username and password.”  In my case I click on the underlined bit and get 
in and my name is already there but I still need a password to log in. If you have forgotten your password there is 
a box below the password box called <Click here for a log-in reminder>.  Click on that and it will ask for your 
email address and send you an email, telling you your user name and password.  If this does not work that is be-
cause the email address you are using is not known to Dutyman, in which case you will need to contact the Club 
Dutyman Administrator, who is Graham Howlett (frensham@grahamhowlett.plus.com), asking him to change 
the email address for Dutyman to the one you are now using.

2. Finding out your duty dates 
Once you are logged-in to Dutyman you will find that all the months and the individual dates within each month 
for the current or next club year on which you have been allocated a duty are underlined in red. 

3. Confirming you will be undertaking your duty 
Confirmation is important because it advises other people that you are definitely going to be there.  If you do 
not confirm someone has to go to the trouble of contacting you to check.
To confirm a duty click on the small red triangle at the left end of the line with your name on it and you will be 
presented with a choice of:-
<Confirmed, send reminders>
<Confirmed no reminders> – I usually click on this and make a note in the Calendar
<Not confirmed> – used if you confirm, then change your mind or need a swap
<Swap wanted> – in which case see para 4 below

mailto:frensham@grahamhowlett.plus.com
mailto:frensham@grahamhowlett.plus.com
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Dutyman Notes  (continued) 

4. Arranging a swap 
There are two possible ways of arranging a swap+-
4A. Swapping via Dutyman to ask several different people to swap a date.
The simple answer is, once logged-in, click on the top option on the right hand side <Request a Duty Swap> 
and follow the instructions.  Best to select several people, as once someone accepts the swap the others are no 
longer able to do so.  Please let me know if this is not clear enough and I will expand it.
4B. Confirming a swap arranged verbally with another Club member.  
This section is taken straight from Dutyman.  If it is not clear please let me know.
1 Log in if you have not already done so 
2. Select the <Request a Duty Swap> tab in the right-hand panel of the roster page 
3. Following the on-screen instructions, select your duty which you have agreed to swap, and then the other 
person's duty you have agreed to take on 
4. Add a message to the other person if you wish, for example “This is the swap we agreed last night” 
5. Click Request Swap 
6. DutyMan emails a duty swap request to the other person. He or she accepts the request; DutyMan updates 
the roster and emails confirmation. Simples!

John Haine 
johnhaine@aol.com
16-Mar-20
PLEASE DO ASK JOHN IF ANY OF THE ABOVE IS UNCLEAR.  THANK YOU.

Now this (below) is Peter Mitchell. He must know what he is doing, because he is a Naval Architect - but if anyone not 
present on the day can guess, a (very) small prize awaits.
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The MYG Charity 2020 
The charity selected after the MYG AGM in 2019 was Shooting Star Chase (used to be called The Chase) Chil-
drens’ Hospice Care, which provides hospice care for babies, children  and young people with life-limiting condi-
tions and their families. They are local - in Hampton and Guildford. As members will know, we presented them 
with £420 in February 2020 as collected from your goodselves during the 2019/20 year. The Charity has acknowl-
edged our choice and have thanked us for doing so for this second year. 

So, the point of this is that because the progress of the orange bucket for collection purposes has 
been severely/totally curtailed by the wretched virus, we will need to work hard to catch up when 
normal service is resumed. Expect the bucket to reappear soon

Above: The Control area awaiting its skippers in Week 2
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Frensham Pond MYG - Honours Board at April 2020

Spring 
Big boats

Summer 
Big boats

Autumn 
Big boats

Frostbite 
Big boats

Spring 
IOMs

Summer 
IOMs

Autumn 
IOMs

Frostbite 
IOMs

Broom-
stick RG65 

Dragon

2010 Ian 
Garner

Ian Garner Roger 
Pearce

Ian 
Garner

Roger 
Pearce

Colin Gil-
bert

Ian Garner Keith Par-
rott

2011 Ian 
Garner

Peter Wal-
lis

Roger 
Pearce

Ian 
Garner

Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Graham 
Whitehead

Roger 
Pearce

2012 Roger 
Pearce

Graham 
Whitehead

Roger 
Pearce

Graham 
White-
head

Nick Royse Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Tim Nice

2013 Roger 
Pearce

Ian Garner Ian 
Garner

Ian 
Garner

Tim Nice Peter 
Mitchell

Mike 
Christie

Nick Royse

2014 Ian 
Garner

Graham 
Whitehead

Roger 
Pearce

Paul 
Brooks

Peter 
Mitchell

Roger 
Pearce

Nick Royse Roger 
Pearce

Richard 
Baldey

2015 Roger 
Pearce

Graham 
Whitehead

Roger 
Pearce

Not held Mike 
Christie

Nick 
Royse

Nick Royse Not held Peter 
Mitchell

2016 Roger 
Pearce

Rodney 
Evans

Roger 
Pearce

Not held Mike 
Christie

Roger 
Pearce

Nick Royse Not held Rod Evans

2017 Nick 
Royse

Peter 
Mitchell

Ian 
Garner

Roger 
Pearce

Mike 
Christie

Nick 
Royse

Barry White Barry White John Stur-
geon

2018 Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Roger 
Pearce

Peter 
Mitchell

Chris Pearce Roger 
Pearce

Roger 
Carter

John Haine Roger 
Pearce

2019 Geoff 
Watchorn

Roger 
Pearce

Paul 
Brooks

Roger 
Pearce

Roger 
Pearce

Nick 
Royse

Roger 
Pearce

Nick Royse Paul 
Brooks

2020 NOT 
HELD

NOT HELD


